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ABSTRACT

Tropical Atlantic sea surface temperature changes have recently been linked to circulation anomalies

around Antarctica during austral winter. Warming in the tropical Atlantic associated with the Atlantic mul-

tidecadal oscillation forces a positive response in the southern annular mode, strengthening the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen Sea low in particular. In this study, observational and reanalysis datasets and a hierarchy

of atmospheric models are used to assess the seasonality and dynamical mechanism of this teleconnection.

Both the reanalyses and models reveal a robust link between tropical Atlantic SSTs and the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen Sea low in all seasons except austral summer. A Rossby wave mechanism is then shown to both

explain the teleconnection and its seasonality. Themechanism involves both changes in the excitation of Rossby

wave activitywith season and the formationof aRossbywaveguide across thePacific,whichdepends critically on

the strength and extension of the subtropical jet over the west Pacific. Strong anticyclonic curvature on the

poleward flank of the jet creates a reflecting surface, channeling quasi-stationary Rossby waves from the

subtropical Atlantic to the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Sea region. In summer, however, the jet is weaker than

in other seasons and no longer able to keep Rossby wave activity trapped in the Southern Hemisphere. The

mechanism is supported by integrations with a comprehensive atmospheric model, initial-value calculations

with a primitive equation model on the sphere, and Rossby wave ray tracing analysis.

1. Introduction

Antarctica has experienced a series of dramatic regional-

scale climate changes in recent decades. Wintertime

surface air temperature observations of the Antarctic

Peninsula (Vaughan et al. 2001; Vaughan et al. 2003;

Pritchard et al. 2012; Shepherd et al. 2012) and West

Antarctica (Bromwich et al. 2013) reveal rapid warm-

ing. Satellite measurements show a significant dipole-

like redistribution in sea ice (Yuan 2004; Liu et al. 2004;

Stammerjohn et al. 2008), with increases in the Ross Sea

(Jacobs and Comiso 1997; Yuan and Martinson 2001)

and decreases in the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas

(Zwally et al. 2002; Parkinson 2004). While changes in

radiative forcing from greenhouse gases and ozone have

played an important role in Antarctic surface temper-

ature change (e.g., Vaughan et al. 2003; Arblaster and

Meehl 2006), these regional-scale changes are strongly

influenced by changes in the atmospheric circulation

(Thompson et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 2012).

A recent study by Li et al. (2014) suggested that the

wintertime changes around the Antarctic Peninsula might

in part be driven by warming in the northern and tropical

AtlanticOcean.They foundanatmospheric teleconnection,

where increased sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the

tropical Atlantic drive an increase in the southern annular

mode (SAM) index, deepening the Amundsen–Belling-

shausen Sea low in particular. This change in the atmo-

spheric circulation in turn warms the Antarctic Peninsula

and drives a redistribution of sea ice. They proposed that

this teleconnection was caused by a quasi-stationary

Rossby wave train initiated by enhanced convection

over the warmerAtlantic SSTs, which propagates around

the globe and focuses on the Amundsen Sea region.

In this study, we investigate the seasonality and dy-

namics of this teleconnection in both reanalyses and

a hierarchy of models. We show that the teleconnection
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is active in all seasons except austral summer, and that

Rossby wave dynamics can explain this seasonality. In

particular, the subtropical jet and midlatitude jet play

a critical role in the teleconnection, creating a Rossby

waveguide that channels wave activity from the Atlantic

around the globe to the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Sea

region in all seasons except summer.

The atmospheric circulation around Antarctica is

largely influenced by the SAM, a prominent pattern of

large-scale climate variability, which is characterized by a

zonal mean sea level pressure (SLP) gradient between the

subtropical (408S) and subpolar (658S) region (Thompson

andWallace 2000; Thompson et al. 2000). Variations in the

SAM contribute to regional surface warming (Thompson

et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 2012), sea ice redistribution

(Lefebvre et al. 2004; Lefebvre andGoosse 2005; Sigmond

and Fyfe 2010; Stammerjohn et al. 2008), the variability in

biological productivity (Lovenduski and Gruber 2005),

and the carbon cycle (Butler et al. 2007; Lovenduski et al.

2007). During austral summer, the SAM exhibits a sta-

tistically significant positive trend (Marshall 2003), which

has been attributed to stratospheric ozone loss (e.g.,

Thompson and Solomon 2002; Gillett and Thompson

2003). Inwinter and spring, trends in the SAMareweaker

and not statistically significant (Marshall 2003). Strato-

spheric ozone depletion does not influence the circulation

in these seasons, and enhanced internal variability in-

creases the statistical uncertainty.

InWestAntarctica and theAmundsen–Bellingshausen

Sea region, the climatological circulation is dominated by

a semipermanent low pressure system, the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen Sea low (ABSL; Fogt et al. 2012; Turner

et al. 2013). The SAM is not entirely zonally symmetric,

and the ABSL forms one of the three low pressure cen-

ters in the SAM pattern. Fogt et al. (2012) show that as

a whole, variations in theABSL are significantly linked to

the SAM variability. The long-term trend of the ABSL is

unclear. The ABSL system is dominated by frequent

storm activity, such that the region forms the SLP ‘‘var-

iance pole’’ of the Southern Hemisphere; trends in re-

analysis are dwarfed by this strong variability. In addition,

limited direct observations in this region may affect the

reliability of trends derived from the reanalyses.

Numerous studies have linked Antarctic circulation

to tropical SST variability. The impact of El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on the Southern Hemi-

sphere has been studied most extensively, beginning

with pioneering work by Karoly (1989), who investi-

gated an equivalent barotropic wave train pattern ex-

tending from South Pacific to SouthAmerica. L’Heureux

and Thompson (2006) and Fogt and Bromwich (2006)

connected ENSO to the SAM, and Stammerjohn et al.

(2008) in turn connected the ENSO-related circulation

anomalies to sea ice retreat and advance. More recently,

Ding et al. (2011, 2012) connected warming in the central

Pacific to Antarctic circulation trends and established

a direct connection through a Rossby wave train toward

the ABSL region.

Although SST variability in the tropical Pacific dom-

inates that in all other tropical oceans on interannual

time scales, on multidecadal time scales tropical Atlan-

tic SSTs become comparatively more important. Vari-

ability in the North Atlantic is characterized by the

so-called Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO), which

is defined from area-weighted mean Atlantic SST from

08 to 708N (e.g., Schlesinger and Ramankutty 1994). The

AMO exhibits regional SST structure, with significant

warming in both the midlatitudes and tropics. Okumura

et al. (2012) identified a teleconnection pattern resem-

bling the AMO in correlations between Antarctic ice

cores and proxy records of global SSTs. Schneider et al.

(2012) found links between the South Atlantic SSTs and

West Antarctic warming in austral spring. Li et al. (2014)

and Simpkins et al. (2014) connected Antarctic circula-

tion trends and variability to warming in the tropical

Atlantic in winter and spring, respectively. Both studies

suggest a robust teleconnection between the tropical

Atlantic and Antarctic circulation.

After introducing the datasets and models (section 2),

we explore the seasonality of the teleconnection in

section 3, finding that it is active in all seasons except

summer. Experiments with a comprehensive atmospheric

model in section 4 suggest that the circulation response is

linearly related to the amplitude of Atlantic SST anom-

alies, consistent with a linear Rossby wave mechanism.

We then directly simulate the propagation of Rossby

waves in an idealized primitive equation model. The

model shows that differences in the background state

between summer and winter can explain the seasonality

of the teleconnection. In section 5, we gain additional

insight from Rossby wave tracing theory (Hoskins and

Karoly 1981), which suggests that the subtropical jet over

Australia and the west Pacific plays a critical role in

creating a Rossby waveguide that channels wave activity

from the Atlantic to the ABSL region. The weakening of

the zonal winds in summer reduces the effectiveness of

the duct, shutting off the teleconnection in summer. We

then summarize and conclude our study in section 6.

2. Datasets and models

We use two atmospheric reanalysis datasets: the

Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and

Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al. 2011) and the

European Center for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts

(ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim; Dee
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et al. 2011). Monthly-mean data from MERRA and

ERA-Interim from January 1979 to December 2012

were used.

The Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temper-

ature (HadISST) dataset is used to calculate time series of

the tropical Atlantic SSTs, and to provide boundary

conditions for the atmospheric model simulations. The

HadISST datasets span from 1870 to the present (Rayner

et al. 2003). To ensure the robustness of our results, we

compared all our results with equivalent analysis of the

Kaplan extended SST data version 2 (http://www.esrl.

noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.kaplan_sst.html). The two

datasets show the same spatial and temporal variability,

and therefore the analysis result ofKaplan SSTdata is not

shown in this paper.

We use the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search (NCAR) Community Atmosphere Model ver-

sion 4 (CAM4) to simulate the atmospheric response

to SST changes in the Atlantic. We employ the finite-

volume version of the dynamical core with a horizontal

resolution of approximately 28. The sea surface tem-

perature and the sea ice concentration are prescribed

according to observational data, as a lower boundary

condition of the atmospheric model. We use the Com-

munity Land Model (CLM) and the thermodynamic

module of the Community Sea–Ice Model (CICE) to

estimate heat and moisture fluxes at the land–air and

ice–air interfaces, respectively. As a result, the only ex-

ternal forcing of these experiments is the lower boundary

condition over the oceans.

To simulate Rossby wave dynamics, we use the spec-

tral dry dynamical core of the National Oceanic and At-

mospheric Administration (NOAA)/Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model (e.g., Held and

Suarez 1994). We effectively use the model as a numerical

solver of the dry primitive equations to compute the re-

sponse to tropical warming. Jin and Hoskins (1995)

showed that warming of the tropical ocean increases at-

mospheric deep convection locally, driving anomalous

divergence of the large-scale atmospheric flow. The dry,

atmosphere-only dynamic core cannot represent these

processes, so we approximate the effect of SSTs by a pre-

scribed warming, which mimics the effect of deep con-

vection.As inYoo et al. (2012), we assume that convective

heat projects primarily onto the first baroclinic mode, with

maximum heating in the midtroposphere. Divergence in

the presence of a vorticity gradient in turn generates

Rossbywave trains (e.g., Sardeshmukh andHoskins 1988).

The goal is to simulate the time-evolving response of

the atmosphere to convective heating as a function of the

background climatology. A conventional initial-value cal-

culation, however, will not work, as the three-dimensional

climatological flow itself depends critically on the

presences of eddies, whose heat and momentum fluxes

balance radiative and convective forcing. The trick is to

use the model itself to compute the tendency of the cli-

matology to drift in time, and then apply it in reverse to

steady the model about a given climatology (Franzke

et al. 2004; Yoo et al. 2012). We apply this procedure

using climatologies based on June–August (JJA) and

December–February (DJF) means from ERA-Interim.

We then impose the idealized heating perturbation over

the tropical Atlantic to compute the Rossby wave re-

sponse as a function of the background state. Apart from

the forcing to maintain the background state and the

heating perturbation, we employ Newtonian cooling to

the perturbation temperature only, where a perturbation

is defined as the anomaly from the initial state. In addi-

tion, the model includes Rayleigh friction on the near-

surface layers and the fourth-order horizontal diffusion as

in Held and Suarez (1994), both of which effectively act

on the perturbation alone. We run the model with tri-

angular truncation at wavenumber 42 (T42), which cor-

responds roughly to a 38 grid spacing.

3. A three-season teleconnection between the
Atlantic and Antarctica

The tropical Atlantic has exhibited significant warm-

ing in the past three decades. The linear trend in SSTs

from 1979 to 2012 is shown in Fig. 1. Nearly the entire

region has warmed over this period, but the warming is

substantially larger north of the equator (Fig. 1a). The

pattern bears a strong resemblance to the AMO pattern

of variability (e.g., Fig. 1 of Li et al. 2014). We remove

the annual cycle in SSTs and form a monthly mean time

series of the spatial average SST from 208S to 208N in

Fig. 1b. Tropical Atlantic SSTs are correlated with

overall North Atlantic temperatures (R5 0.77), and the

positive trend over this period of approximately 0.5K is

consistent with the ascent of the AMO index over this

period. The trend in tropical Atlantic SSTs has no sea-

sonal variation, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The standard

deviation in tropical mean SSTs is also roughly equiva-

lent in all seasons, at approximately 0.2K.

We remove the linear trend from the SST time series,

yielding a detrended index of tropical Atlantic SSTs in

Fig. 1c. The interannual variability of the ocean tem-

perature is small relative to the warming trend: the

standard deviation of the SST is approximately 0.2K,

compared to a 0.5-K trend. It is nevertheless critical to

remove linear trends to find a reliable relationship be-

tween Atlantic SSTs and the Antarctic circulation in the

reanalyses. Otherwise the regressions may be polluted

by other trends in the climate system over the period,

both forced changes associated with greenhouse gas
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increase and stratospheric ozone loss and spurious

changes due to changes in the observing system.

a. The teleconnection in reanalysis

Li et al. (2014) showed that the circulation around

Antarctica is significantly correlatedwith tropicalAtlantic

SSTs in austral winter. We extend their analysis in

Figs. 3a,c,e,g, linearly regressing 200-hPa geopotential

height from detrended MERRA reanalysis onto the

detrended tropical Atlantic time series for each season

separately. The SST time series is detrended and nor-

malized for each season, so that the color mapping shows

FIG. 1. The trend and variability of tropical Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) since

1979; the unit of the trend is K (34 yr)21. (a) The spatial pattern of the SST trend. (b) The blue

curve shows the spatial mean SST time series (K) over the tropical Atlantic region, while the

linear trend is indicated by the gray line. (c) The detrended time series of the spatial mean SST

(K), which is used in the regression analysis.
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the change in geopotential height associated with a one-

standard-deviation change in SSTs. The significance of

the regression results is estimated using a Student’s t test,

where the autocorrelation of the time series is accounted

for by an appropriate reduction in the degrees of freedom

(Bretherton et al. 1999).

In austral winter (JJA), spring [September–November

(SON)], and autumn [March–May (MAM)], the regres-

sion results reveal a meridional dipole anomaly in height

in association with tropical warming. When the tropical

Atlantic is warm, there is a broad positive anomaly

in geopotential height in the subtropics, and negative

anomalies over Antarctica: a pattern that resembles the

SAM. There is significant zonal structure to the pattern,

however, particularly in the ABSL region, which exhibits

a strong decrease in geopotential height associated with

Atlantic warming. Regression of SLP on the tropical

Atlantic warming time series (not shown) reveals a simi-

lar structure, suggesting that the pattern is highly baro-

tropic. We also validated these regression results with

ERA-Interim, and find essentially the same results: the

spatial correlation of the 308–908S regression results in

ERA-Interim and MERRA are 0.94, 0.98, and 0.92 for

MAM, JJA, and SON, respectively.

During austral summer, however, the pattern is fun-

damentally different. The decrease in geopotential height

aroundAntarctic ismuch weaker, and a positive anomaly

appears in the ABSL region. More importantly, re-

gression analysis based on ERA-Interim (not shown)

reveals a different pattern from that in MERRA (spatial

correlation5 0.44 poleward of 308S), suggesting that the
summer teleconnection is not robust.

We summarize the regression results in Fig. 4, plotting

the anomaly in geopotential height in the ABSL region

(purple box, Fig. 3a) associated with a one-standard-

deviation warming of the tropical Atlantic SSTs for each

season. For all seasons but summer, we find a statistically

significant deepening of the ABSL in association with

warming of the tropical. In summer, on the other hand, the

ABSL–tropical Atlantic connection is statistically in-

significant, and, if anything, exhibits the opposite sign.

While detrending the Atlantic SST time series pre-

vents contamination of the regressions by trends in the

reanalyses, one cannot rule out potential covariability

with other modes in the climate system. Given the ob-

served relationships between ENSO and central Pacific

with the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas region (e.g.,

Fogt and Bromwich 2006; Ding et al. 2011), we also re-

gressed geopotential height against a time series of

tropical Atlantic SST where all variability linearly co-

herent with the Niño-3 or Niño-4 SST indices was re-
moved. The regression results (not shown) are similar to
Fig. 3, although the confidence level is reduced, partic-

ularly when central Pacific SSTs tracked by the Niño-4
index are removed. This suggests that regression analysis
may conflate signals from the Pacific and Atlantic to-
gether, especially when the Pacific dominates the tropi-
cal interannual variability. As regression analysis cannot
establish a causal link between the tropical Atlantic and
ABSL region, we turn to a hierarchy of atmospheric
models to better investigate the causality, mechanism,
and physical dynamics behind the teleconnection. While
the MERRA regression is directed at interannual vari-
ability, the CAM4 simulations are perturbation experi-
ments that imply more on multidecadal time scales.

b. An atmospheric model simulation of the
teleconnection

We first use a comprehensive atmospheric model

(CAM4) to show that the SSTs are indeed driving the

atmospheric response. In this experiment, we compare

a simulation with modified SSTs to a control integration

where all other forcings are identical. In the control in-

tegration, the seasonally evolving SSTs are set to a cli-

matology based on HadISST averaged from 1976 to

1985. Greenhouse gases and the stratospheric ozone

concentrations are also specified as theirmean values for

this period. Figures 3b,d,f,h show, as a function of sea-

son, the difference in the 200-hPa geopotential height

between the control run and a second simulation in which

only SSTs in the tropicalAtlantic are perturbed. This SST

perturbation is intended to represent the multidecadal

variability in the Atlantic, and so set to the observed

1979–2012 changes in theAtlantic from 208S to 208N. The

change varies slightly in each month of the year (i.e.,

January is forcedwith the 1979–2012 changes for January,

and so forth). As indicated in Fig. 2, however, the SST

changes are fairly uniform in all seasons, and well char-

acterized by the annual pattern shown in Fig. 1a. To en-

sure the statistical robustness of the response to SST

FIG. 2. The SST trend (K) over the tropical Atlantic region

(208N–208S) for the four seasons and the annual mean from 1979 to

2012. The error bars indicate the 95%confidence interval by Student’s

t test. The SST warming trend is significant in all four seasons.
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perturbations, both the control and perturbation simu-

lations were spun up for 10 model years and then run for

another 100 years.

While the regression results are based on subdecadal

SST variability and the model was forced with the

multidecadal change in Atlantic SSTs, both are relevant

to an intermediate time scale where the atmosphere has

equilibrated in response to the tropical ocean pertur-

bation, but does not feed back on the mid- and high-

latitude ocean. Such feedback is explicitly prevented in

the fixed SST model integrations, and minimized in the

regression analysis by filtering out the longer time scales

at which the high-latitude ocean might respond to the

atmospheric circulation changes.

The difference in the simulation results between the

forced and the control runs represents the model re-

sponse to this additional SST forcing. For autumn,

winter, and spring, the modeled response of 200-hPa

geopotential height is very similar to the regression re-

sults: warming of the tropical Atlantic drives a dipolar

anomaly in geopotential height between the high and

low latitudes, projecting strongly onto a negative index

FIG. 3. The link between 200-hPa geopotential height (GPH,m) and tropical Atlantic SSTs inMERRAreanalysis

and CAM4 simulations as a function of season. (a),(c),(e),(g) Regression of MERRA 200-hPa GPH against the

detrended tropical Atlantic SST time series in JJA, SON, DJF, and MAM, respectively, for the period 1979–2012.

The color shading (left color bar) shows the spatial distribution of the regression slopes with the areas within the

black contour indicating the region with a significance level .95%, by a Student’s t test. (b),(d),(f),(h) The CAM4

model response to the change in tropical Atlantic SSTs in JJA, SON, DJF, and MAM, respectively, from 1979 to

2012 (right color bar), as detailed in the text. A Student’s t test indicates that the response is robust at nearly every

point (both the control and perturbation integrations were simulated for 100 yr); hence, the regions of significance

are not singled out. The regression and model simulations suggest that a warmer tropical Atlantic is associated with

a stronger phase of the southern annular mode (SAM) and deeper Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas low (ABSL) in

all seasons except austral summer (DJF). The purple box in (a) represents the area around Amundsen Sea and will

be used to calculate the Amundsen Sea Anomaly for both the model and regression results.
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of the SAM. The model also captures the zonally asym-

metric structure of the teleconnection pattern, indicating

that warming over the Atlantic deepens the ABSL in

particular.

The model, however, slightly underestimates the

strength of the teleconnection relative to the regres-

sion analysis, particularly in spring. The SST regressions

(Figs. 3a,c,e,g) are normalized by the standard deviation

of the subdecadal variability for each season, which is

roughly half of the trend. In Fig. 4 we normalize the CAM

response over the ABSL to make a more quantitative

comparison. The amplitude is nearly the same in winter

and autumn, but only half the amplitude in spring. In

summer, the model suggests a very weak high-latitude

response (Fig. 3f); the pattern does not project very

strongly onto the SAM, and differs from the MERRA

pattern (Fig. 3e) and ERA-Interim pattern (not shown).

Themodel results show the response of the atmosphere

to the change of the tropical Atlantic SSTs between 1979

and 2012 (Fig. 1), indicating a causal pathway between

the tropical Atlantic SSTs and circulation anomalies

in the Amundsen Sea region. One cannot rule out the

possibility, however, that the tropical Atlantic SSTs

themselves are influenced by or interact with SSTs in

other basins (i.e., the Pacific).

4. A Rossby wave train mechanism

Li et al. (2014) suggested that the teleconnection

was created by a Rossby wave train, which propagates

from the tropical Atlantic to the ABSL. Here we use

the seasonality of the teleconnection to establish the

mechanism. We find that Rossby wave dynamics can

both explain the amplitude of the teleconnection and its

seasonality.

a. Linearity of the circulation response to tropical
warming

We first establish that the circulation response to

tropical Atlantic warming in CAM4 is linear in all the

seasons where the teleconnection is active, consistent

with linear Rossby wave dynamics. We perform four

additional perturbation simulations where only SSTs in

the tropical Atlantic aremodified. In two, we reverse the

FIG. 4. Area-weighted mean geopotential height (GPH, m) anomaly over the box region

(608–758S, 758–1658W, shown in Fig. 3a) in response to the tropical Atlantic warming in dif-

ferent analyses and during the four seasons. The red dots show the GPH anomaly in the ERA-

Interim regression; the blue circles show the GPH anomaly in MERRA regression; the purple

triangles show theCAM4 simulation results; and the black diamonds show theGFDL response.

The responses in MAM, JJA, and SON show coherent signals where the GPHs are lowered in

regressions and CAM4 simulations; and the GFDL JJA simulations agree well with the other

three analyses. However, the results in DJF do not agree with each other and do not show

a coherent decrease of GPH. The thick and thin error bars show the 90% and 95% confidence

level, respectively.
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sign of the SST changes, multiplying it by22 or21. We

denote these simulations the22X and21X cases. In the

other two experiments, we double and triple the

strength of the SST perturbation, referring to them as

the 2X and 3X cases. The results of these simulations are

compared with model response to the observed SST

changes shown in Fig. 3, denoted as the 1X case.

The austral winter responses of the 200-hPa geo-

potential height to tropical Atlantic SSTs in the five

simulations are shown in Fig. 5. The color bars are ad-

justed according to the magnitude of the SST forcing in

each experiment; that is, for the 2X case shown in

Fig. 5b, the color bar is double that of the 1X case shown

in Fig. 5a. Thus, the fact that Figs. 5a–c appear nearly

identical suggests that the response to SST warming is

nearly linear. Moreover, the fact that Figs. 5d and 5e are

nearly equal and opposite in appearance suggest that the

SST cooling over the Atlantic causes the opposite re-

sponse to warming, shallowing the ABSL.

The response is fairly linear in other seasons as well, as

shown in Fig. 6. The upper panels compare the ampli-

tude of the geopotential height response to varying SST

intensity. We regress the response of each simulation

against the response in the 1X case; if the response to

tropical Atlantic were purely linear, all plots would line

up against the 1:1 slope line (black curves). Agreement

is particularly strong in the winter and autumn. In

summer, the response to tropical Atlantic anomalies

grows sublinearly, whereas in spring the response to

negative anomalies is weaker than expected.

The lower panels in Fig. 6 show the pattern correlation

between the 1X response and the response in the other

simulations. The correlation reveals the coherency be-

tween the spatial structures; if the response were purely

linear, the coefficients would be either 1 or 21. The

pattern correlation is high in all the positive SST in-

tegrations but deviates from21 in many of the negative

SST simulations. In particular, the pattern correlation is

relatively weak in the spring simulations, Fig. 6f, ex-

plaining in part the sublinear growth in the regression

slope shown in Fig. 6b. In contrast, the sublinear growth

of the anomalies in summer (Fig. 6c) is not due to

a weakening of the pattern correlation (Fig. 6g).

Overall, however, these additional perturbation ex-

periments suggest that the atmospheric response to

Atlantic SST anomalies from 21 to 1.5K (from 22 to 3

times the observed changes between 1979 and 2012) is

remarkably linear. This validates the linear assumption

FIG. 5. Linearity experiments for JJA tropical Atlantic warming, using the CAM4 simulation. (a) The model response of 200-hPa

geopotential height (GPH) to the standard tropical Atlantic SST forcing (SST trend since 1979 to 2012; i.e., a duplication of Fig. 3b). Also

shown are model responses to (b),(c) 2 and 3 times and (d),(e)21 and22 times the standard SST forcing, respectively. To better compare

the simulation results, the color bar of each panel is adjusted according to the intensity of the SST forcing. For example, the range of the

color bar in (c) (3 times standard forcing) is 3 times the range in (a) (standard forcing).
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behind the regression analysis of the reanalyses and

supports a linear mechanism.

b. Rossby wave dynamics in a dry primitive equation
model

To zero in on the physical mechanism of the tele-

connection, we next utilize an idealized atmospheric

model, the GFDL spectral dry dynamical core. This

model cuts out all the physical parameterizations

employed by CAM4, allowing us to focus exclusively on

the Rossby wave dynamics. Following Seo and Son

(2012) and Yoo et al. (2012), we use it to assess the

impact of the background state on circulation response

to tropical warming.

In Fig. 7 we compare two initial value calculations that

differ only in their background climatology, one ini-

tialized with winter conditions and the other with sum-

mer conditions. The vertical structure and amplitude of

the heating perturbation are exactly as in Yoo et al.

(2012) [Eq. (2)], and capture the intensity of observed

convection anomalies.We show the flow in six snapshots

on day 3 through day 18 with 3-day intervals. The wave

train has reached maximum amplitude by this final time.

In addition, these initial-value calculations cannot be

run indefinitely, as the flow eventually becomes baro-

clinically unstable, and the steadying tendency is no

longer able to maintain the background state.

In winter (Figs. 7a–f), divergence associated with con-

vective heating over the tropical Atlantic lifts the geo-

potential height locally (day 3). This initial perturbation

begins to generate stationary Rossby wave trains that

extend to the south (day 6) and then to the east (days

9 and 15). Rather than propagating along a straight pa-

th across the sphere (or great circle, as would be expected

in the absence of inhomogeneity of the background state),

the wave train propagates zonally, finally converging

over the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas area within two

weeks. This drives a pronounced negative anomaly over

the region from day 12 to day 18.

In the summer experiment, the initial response in

geopotential height is nearly the same in the winter in-

tegration (cf. Figs. 7a and 7g), reflecting the direct re-

sponse of the tropical atmosphere to heating. In contrast

to the winter integration, however, the resulting Rossby

wave train (Figs. 7h–l) never builds up in strength and

barely extends to the International Date Line. As high-

lighted in Fig. 4, the Rossby wave response in the ABSL

region to tropical heating is substantially stronger in

FIG. 6. Analysis of the model linearity using the simulation results. (a)–(d) The regressed spatial pattern of the geopotential height

model responses in the five linearity simulations (as shown in Fig. 5) against the standard model results (Fig. 5a) in (left)–(right) four

different seasons. The spatial pattern regression and correlation was conducted over the entire SouthernHemisphere, south to 208S. The x
axis is themagnitude of external forcing (in units of3 the standard SST forcing), while the y axis is the regression parameters (with respect

to the model response to the standard SST forcing). The thick blue curves with black dots show the regression slopes. The thin black lines

show the 1:1 linear slope and serve as the reference of pure linear relationship. For a purely linear response, the thick blue curve should

overlap the thin black line. (e)–(h) The black dots similarly represent the correlation coefficients instead of regression slopes. For a purely

linear response, the black dots should fall on the two horizontal black lines representing a correlation 5 1 and correlation 5 21.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the stationary Rossby wave response in the austral (left) winter and (right) summer GFDL idealized simulation

for (top)–(bottom) days 3 to 18 with a three-day interval from the initial perturbation. The red (blue) contours show 200-hPa geopotential

height positive (negative) anomaly (contour interval 10m), while the color shading shows the climatological mean 200-hPa zonal wind.

Both of these two simulations are forced by the same initial perturbation whose spatial pattern is shown as the orange contours in (a) and

(g) (aGaussian distribution, centered at 208Won the equator, with themeridional span of658, and the zonal span of622.58). Both of these
two stationary Rossby wave trains propagate along the south edge of the subtropical jet. The wave trains can propagate to the Amundsen

Sea area in austral winter, but terminate at the Ross Sea in austral summer.
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winter than in summer. The model suggests that the

anomaly may even have opposite sign in summer, as

observed with MERRA and ERA-Interim.

Despite the difference in the resulting wave train in the

two seasons, in both cases the stationary Rossby wave

trains tend to propagate eastward along the southern edge

of themidlatitude jet across the SouthAtlantic and Indian

Oceans. During summer, the jet is weaker than in winter

and only extends to the east coast of Australia, and the

subtropical jet overAustralia and thewest Pacific is nearly

absent in this season. Correspondingly, the summertime

Rossby wave train dies out before reaching the date line.

In the wintertime, the wave train continues on to the

ABSL region. This suggests that the Rossby wave prop-

agation depends critically on the presence and intensity of

the subtropical jet and midlatitude jet, as observed in

previous theoretical (e.g., Hoskins and Karoly 1981) and

observationally based studies (e.g., Ding et al. 2012).

5. A Rossby wave channel created by the
subtropical jet

The initial-value calculations indicate that the seasonal

cycle of the teleconnection depends critically on the sea-

sonality of the background state. The background flow

can influence both the generation and propagation of

Rossby waves. We explore these two impacts separately,

first analyzing seasonal changes in the source of Rossby

wave activity, and then isolating the impact of the seasonal

cycle on the propagation by performing ray tracing tra-

jectory analysis. We find that both influences may play

a role in the seasonality of the teleconnection.

a. The Rossby wave source

Our initial-value calculations show a well-developed

Rossby wave train in response to convective heating at

the equator in a region of easterly flow. The results are

nearly identical (not shown) if we move the heating all

the way north of the equator. Rossby waves, however,

can only propagate in regions of westerly flow.How then

does convective heating in the northern–tropical At-

lantic reach the Southern Hemisphere? The key lies in

the fact that the generation of Rossby wave activity is

nonlocal, and depends on the total extent of the di-

vergent flow associated with the convective heating. As

shown by Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1988), Rossby

wave activity in the upper troposphere is generated by

divergent flow in the presence of nonzero absolute

vorticity. The Rossby wave source (RWS) S is given by

S52$ � zyx 52z0$ � yx 2 z$ � y0x 2 y0x � $z2 yx � $z0 ,
(1)

where z is the vertical component of the absolute vor-

ticity, and yx is the divergent component of velocity.

Anomalous deep convection in response to increased

SSTs drives anomalous divergence of the large-scale

flow that extends away from the local heating by

modulating the Hadley and Walker circulations. This

process has been discussed in detail in a recent study by

Simpkins et al. (2014).

Figures 8a and 8b show the initial response of the

Rossby wave source S to tropical heating in the JJA

initial value calculation shown in Figs. 7a–f. We focus on

S in the first few days, after which the growth of the

Rossby wave train itself modifies both the divergence

and vorticity fields, leading to perturbations in the wave

source that eventually span the globe (not shown). The

direct response to tropical heating in the Atlantic is

a local perturbation to the Hadley circulation, which

interacts with vorticity gradients on the subtropics,

generating an anomalous Rossby wave source centered

FIG. 8. Color shading showing the day 3 and day 6, 200-hPa Rossby wave source (RWS) anomaly in GFDL dry-dynamical core initial

value calculations for (a),(b) JJA and (c),(d) DJF, respectively. The unit of the color shading is s21. The black contours show the initial

perturbation (convective heating).
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about 158S by day 3 (Fig. 8a). Even at this early stage

there are hints of the spread in the source perturbation

overAfrica, associated with eastward propagation of the

Rossby wave train illustrated in Fig. 7. By day 6

(Fig. 8b), the perturbation to S associated with the

tropical heating penetrates well into the subtropics, in

addition to spreading farther eastward over the Pacific.

Figures 8c and 8d show the Rossby wave source in the

DJF initial value calculation. The initial direct response

to tropical warming is similar in this season as in winter,

albeit shifted slightly equatorward. We again observe

a spread in S toward the extratropics, reaching past 308S
by day 6, but differences between the DJF and JJA re-

sponses are more visible at this time. As can be seen by

comparing Figs. 8b and 8d, the Rossby wave source on

day 6 is weaker inDJF than in JJA, does not penetrate as

far poleward, and appears more zonally localized (cf.

Figs. 8b and 8d). These variations in the Rossby wave

source depend primarily on differences in the climato-

logical flow between DJF and JJA, more so than differ-

ences in anomalous divergence and vorticity generated

by the heating itself. This may partially explain why the

Rossby wave trains in Fig. 8 are more intense in winter

than in summer, and so helps explain the seasonality of

the Atlantic–Antarctic teleconnection.

The time evolution and subsequent spread of the

Rossby wave source to a localized heating makes it

difficult to compute the response in the wave source to

Atlantic warming in the CAM4 simulations or re-

analysis. We can, however, estimate the availability of

Rossby wave activity by focusing on the natural vari-

ability. Figure 9 shows the standard deviation in the

Rossby wave source S at 200hPa in ERA-Interim as a

function of season. In all four seasons, there is a region

of strong variance in S centered over the subtropical

Atlantic area (around 308S), consistent with the short-

term response of S to tropical Atlantic warming in the

initial-value calculations. The variances in the Rossby

wave source in MAM, JJA, and SON are almost equal,

and share the same spatial structures, while there is

in fact stronger variance in the Rossby wave source in

austral summer. Overall, however, there does not

FIG. 9. The standard deviation of 200-hPa perturbation Rossby wave source (RWS) over southern Atlantic Ocean for the different

seasons. The unit of the color shading is s21.
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appear to be clear seasonal structure to the variability of

the Rossby wave source.

b. Rossby wave ray tracing

The initial-value calculations suggest that warming in

the tropical Atlantic generates Rossby waves on the

equatorial flank of the midlatitude jet over the South

Atlantic. The Rossby wave tracing theory developed by

Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and Hoskins and Ambrizzi

(1993) allows us to characterize the impact of the cli-

matological state on the subsequent evolution of the

stationary wave train.

For simplicity, we illustrate thewave tracing argument

in Cartesian coordinates. Following Hoskins and Karoly

(1981), we begin with the dispersion relation of a baro-

tropic Rossby wave,

v5Uk2
b*k

K2
, (2)

wherev is the frequency,U is the zonal wind,K5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l21k2

p
is the total wavenumber, k and l are the zonal and merid-

ional wavenumbers, respectively; and b*5b2Uyy is the

meridional gradient of the absolute vorticity of the mean

flowwhereb is the gradient in planetary vorticity andUyy is

curvature of the flow. For a stationary wave, the frequency

v is zero, so that Eq. (2) leads to

K2 5b*/U . (3)

Even though the waves themselves are stationary, the

wave train evolves according to the propagation of

wave energy, which is given by the group velocity. Using

Eq. (2), the group velocity of the stationary Rossby wave

packet is

cgx 5
›v

›k
5

2b*k2

K2
and (4a)

cgy 5
›v

›l
5

2b*kl

K2
. (4b)

Thus the wave front propagates at the following angle:

dx

dy
5

cgx

cgy
5

k

l
, (5)

which will allow us to trace the trajectory of the wave

train as follows.

For each zonal wavenumber k and a given starting point

(i.e., initial position within the region where the Rossby

wave source has been perturbed), we use Eq. (3) to solve

for l. Equation (5) then tells us the initial trajectory of the

ray. We step forward along this ray to a new point, and

again use Eqs. (3) and (5) to compute the next step along

the ray. The calculations were performed numerically and

account for the spherical geometry. As the spatial scale of

Rossby waves is always larger than 1000km, we first

smooth the background fields of b* andUwith aGaussian

filter of radius 1000km to eliminate the potential impacts

of the small-scale structures in the background flow.

Note that Eq. (3) does not constrain the sign of l. By

convention, we set k to be positive, so that the sign of

l determines the meridional propagation of the ray:

northward (i.e., equatorward in the austral hemisphere)

for positive l and southward for negative l. From the

starting point, we begin tracing the poleward propagat-

ing wave packet, with l , 0. The ray continues to

propagate poleward (l remains negative) until we reach

a point where either 1) K2 5 k2 and thus l5 0 or 2) K2

(and so l) approaches infinity. Case 1 occurs when the

climatological vorticity gradient b* becomes small or

zonal wind U becomes large, creating a reflecting sur-

face. The wave packet will be reflected and propagate in

the opposite direction, so we reverse the sign of l and

trace it onward in the opposite direction. In the region

where b*/U5K2 , k2 on the other side of the reflecting

surface, the wave will be evanescent (l imaginary). Case

2 occurs when the zonal wind U drops to zero, which is

a critical line for a stationary wave (U 5 c 5 0). In re-

gions with U , 0, the flow cannot support Rossby wave

propagation—that is, we would expect nonlinear wave

breaking to occur—and the ray is terminated.

To capture the impact of variations in the background

climatological flow, we invoke the WKBJ approxima-

tion (as in Hoskins and Karoly 1981) and assume that

variations are slow relative to the scale of the wave. This

approximation is valid for small-scale waves but may be

somewhat questionable for the largest planetary-scale

waves. In addition, we allow for longitudinal variations

in the mean flow. Equation (2) is strictly only valid for

zonally symmetric flow, but one can neglect the terms

involving the advection of zonal gradients in the abso-

lute vorticity if these gradients are weak relative to the

meridional gradients of absolute vorticity. Formally,

Eq. (2) is still valid if the zonal gradients in the back-

ground vorticity are of the same order as the perturba-

tion, so that the zonal advection of the absolute vorticity

is comparable to the nonlinear terms involving the per-

turbation, which are also neglected. As the background

flow is organized in jets, zonal gradients in the vorticity

are generallymuch smaller than themeridional gradients,

with the possible exception of the exit region of the

subtropical jet in the east Pacific, away from the region of

our focus.

As shown in Fig. 10, we trace wave packets associated

with zonal wavenumbers k 5 3 from several initial
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points located within the subtropical Atlantic Rossby

wave source region in each season. Multiple launch

points were chosen in part to account for the fact that the

Rossby wave source extends over a wide region, but also

to better sample the effect of the background state on

wave propagation; waves of scale k 5 3 will respond

to gradients on scales equivalent to the wave itself.

To ensure that the trajectories are not overly sensitive to

the particular structure of the background flow, we also

plot results based on several 5-yr mean background

states from 1979 to 2012. The plots can thus be consid-

ered as an ensemble simulation of the Rossby wave

trajectories, seeking to explore the potential range of

paths take by stationary Rossby wave trains. Trajecto-

ries based on wavenumbers k 5 2 and k 5 4 exhibit

qualitatively similar paths, and thus are not shown, for

brevity.

The initial propagation of the rays is similar in all

seasons: the wave packets propagate poleward from the

subtropical South Atlantic until they are reflected by the

weak vorticity gradients in the polar regions (where

b*/U tends toward k2). Differences between the seasons

and wavenumbers, however, appear in the subsequent

propagation of the equatorward propagating ray.

In DJF, nearly all rays continue propagating equa-

torward until they dissipate at critical latitudes in the

subtropics. In other seasons, however, the rays interact

with a second reflecting surface created by anticyclonic

shear associated with the poleward flank of the sub-

tropical jet and the equatorward flank of the midlatitude

jet stream. In all seasons except summer, this reflecting

surface is sufficiently strong to keep the wave activity in

the extratropics, focusing the rays around the globe to

the ABSL region. Ray tracing suggests that waves may

be reflected multiple times, although we caution over

interpretation of the ray as the literal path of the wave

packet—especially as this finescale structure stretches

the WKBJ assumption. Calculations based on wave-

numbers 2 and 4 (not shown) yield slightly varying

trajectories but generally suggest the same story: in au-

tumn, winter, and spring, strong reflecting surfaces on

the polar flank of the subtropical jet and midlatitude jet

keepwave activity trapped in the extratropics, channeling

it all the way to the Amundsen Sea region. In summer,

however, the subtropical reflecting surface is too weak,

and rays escape to the subtropics where wave activity is

dissipated at critical lines.

To better illustrate the waveguide created by the

subtropical jet and midlatitude jet, we show the total

wavenumber K5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(b2Uyy)/U

p
for the four different

seasons in Figs. 11a–d. Regions where K tends toward

zero (the boundaries of the white regions) mark re-

flecting surfaces, while regions where K tends to infinity

(the boundaries of the gray regions) indicate the pres-

ence of critical latitudes where wave activity is dissi-

pated. There exist two key reflecting regions in the

Southern Hemisphere: a polar low-b sector (present in

all seasons) and a subtropical band between 308 and

408S, present in all seasons but summer. These two re-

gions create a waveguide for Rossby wave activity that

channels rays to the ABSL region, as in Fig. 10.

The climatological meridional vorticity gradient

(b2Uyy) as a function of season is plotted in Figs. 11e–h

and illustrates the underlying cause of the reflecting sur-

faces. The polar reflecting surface is a consequence of the

decline in b* (associated with the decline in b) as one

FIG. 10. The stationary Rossby wave trajectories (Persian green) with zonal wavenumber k 5 3. The Rossby waves start from sub-

tropical Atlantic following the RWS analyses and are forced by the background states of different periods (5 yr each) from 1979 to 2012.

Results are shown for austral (a) winter (JJA), (b) spring (SON), (c) summer (DJF), and (d) autumn (MAM), respectively. The back-

ground color shading indicates the climatological mean zonal wind, which serves as background fields of the Rossby wave trains.
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approaches the pole. The subtropical reflecting surface,

however, owes its existence to the curvature of the flow

(Uyy) along the polar flank of the subtropical jet and

equatorward flank of the midlatitude jet stream, which is

sometimes sufficiently strong to overcome the gradient in

planetary vorticity b. Regions of negative b* are marked

in dark blue, and are most prominent over the west Pa-

cific in JJA and MAM. This reversal in the vorticity

gradient forms a barrier to Rossby wave propagation,

keeping the wave activity trapped in the extratropics—in

all seasons but summer when the subtropical jet is too

weak to counteract the planetary vorticity gradient.

We acknowledge the fact that Rossby wave ray tracing

relies on fairly crude assumptions about wave propaga-

tion, greatly simplifying true Rossby wave dynamics.

However, the strong coherence between observational

analyses, the response of the comprehensive (CAM4)

and idealized (GFDL dynamical core) models, and this

analytic model for wave propagation makes a strong ar-

gument that the teleconnection is closely associated with

the Rossby wave dynamics and depends critically on the

background flow.

6. Conclusions and discussion

In this study, we have established theRossby wave train

mechanism for the Atlantic–Antarctica teleconnection

proposed by Li et al. (2014), and further explored by

Simpkins et al. (2014). Warming of the tropical Atlantic,

potentially associated with the Atlantic multidecadal

FIG. 11. The climatological (a)–(d) total Rossby wave number (m21) and (e),(f) meridional gradient of absolute vorticity in ERA-

Interim data (m21 s21) in four seasons. The white areas indicate the regions where the total wavenumber is imaginary because of

a negative meridional gradient of vorticity, while the gray areas indicate the regions where the total wavenumber is imaginary because of

the easterly trade wind. The stationary Rossby wave trains will be reflected by the edge of the white region but break when arriving at the

gray region.
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oscillation pattern of SST variability, drives a positive

phase anomaly in the southern annular mode, deepening

the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas low. Here, we have

established that this atmospheric bridge is present in all

seasons except austral summer, and have shown that

it depends critically on differences in Rossby wave gen-

eration and the formation of a Rossby waveguide across

the Pacific, which directs quasi-stationary Rossby

waves from the Atlantic to the Amundsen Sea. The

northern boundary of the waveguide is created by anti-

cyclonic shear between the subtropical and midlatitude

jets. In all seasons but austral summer, the shear is suffi-

ciently strong to channel wave activity all the way to the

Amundsen Sea. In summer, however, the weakening

of the subtropical jet allows wave activity to escape to

the subtropics, where Rossby wave propagation is

subsequently inhibited by easterly winds.

The seasonality of the teleconnection was first sug-

gested by regression analysis of MERRA and ERA-

Interim. The causality—the fact that SST anomalies are

in fact driving the atmospheric patterns—was then es-

tablished with prescribed SST experiments in a com-

prehensive atmospheric model, CAM4. The prescribed

SST experiments also allowed us to establish the line-

arity of the atmospheric response to tropical SSTs,

supporting a linear Rossby wave mechanism. We then

simulated the large-scale circulation response to tropical

warming in an idealized dry-dynamical core, isolating the

impact of Rossby wave dynamics. The simple primitive

equation model captures the key elements of the tele-

connection, as highlighted in Fig. 4.

Calculations of the Rossby wave source (Sardeshmukh

and Hoskins 1988) suggested that the disappearance of

the teleconnection in summer is partly influenced by

differences in wave generation. The initial-value calcu-

lations with the dynamical core allowed us to see the

direct response of the atmosphere to tropical heating and

showed that wave activity is generated in both winter and

summer, but is more equatorially trapped in the latter

season. This may explain why the wave train never fully

develops in summer, even locally in the Atlantic sector,

as seen in the initial-value calculations in Fig. 7. Natural

variability in the wave source, which can be assessed in

the reanalysis, suggests the presences of wave forcing in

the subtropical South Atlantic in all seasons, indicating

that propagation also plays a role.

Rossby ray tracing in the theoretical framework of

Hoskins and Karoly (1981) allowed us to show how

changes in the zonal winds with season influence the

teleconnection. This analysis highlights the role of the

subtropical and midlatitude jets in guiding the wave

trains to the Amundsen Sea region. Anticyclonic shear

on the poleward flank of the subtropical jet can

sufficiently weaken—and potentially even reverse—the

meridional gradient in absolute vorticity, forming a

barrier to Rossby wave propagation. In austral summer,

however, this jet is too weak to contain the Rossby

wave activity, and the wave trains no longer reach the

Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas region, explaining the

loss of the teleconnection in this season.

The role of poleward propagating Rossby wave trains

in tropical–polar teleconnections has been studied in

some detail in the past. Previous studies, however, have

focused primarily on the Pacific–Antarctic interaction

(Karoly 1989; Fogt et al. 2011; Ding et al. 2011). Our

study offers a new perspective in relating the Antarctic

climate variability to the tropical Atlantic. Li et al.

(2014) suggested that this teleconnection might explain

a significant fraction of both the recent warming of the

Antarctic Peninsula and the redistribution of sea ice

between the Ross and Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas.

In addition, the circulation changes over the Southern

Hemisphere could also impact on the weather and cli-

mate in Australia, NewZealand (Thompson et al. 2011),

and South America (Seager et al. 2010).

A better understanding of this Atlantic–Antarctica

teleconnection may prove important for improving our

ability to simulate and predict climate variability in these

regions. The AMO has been associated with the meridi-

onal overturning circulation of the Atlantic (Delworth

and Mann 2000; Knight et al. 2005), which is in turn

influenced by the formation of Antarctic bottom water in

the Weddell Sea. The ‘‘atmospheric bridge’’ from the

tropical NorthAtlantic toAntarctic explored in this study

could thus potentially be coupled with an ‘‘oceanic

bridge’’ from the Antarctic to the North Atlantic asso-

ciated with the meridional overturning circulation.

Antarctic climate is also influenced by other tropical–

polar teleconnections (Fogt et al. 2011; Ding et al. 2012),

and key questions remain concerning the relative im-

portance of these effects. The time scales of tropical

SST variability differs significantly from one region to

another (e.g., ENSO and the east Pacific dominate on

interannual time scales, while the AMO and Pacific

decadal oscillation are more significant on longer time

scales). Moreover, SSTs in different tropical ocean ba-

sins may interact with each other through tropical ocean

interbasin teleconnections. It is thus important to fur-

ther investigate the relative importance and the rela-

tionship between the teleconnections from different

tropical ocean sectors as a function of time scale.
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